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CEDAR lets users create complete and comprehensive metadata for any
scientific domain using standard ontologies and data structures.
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CEDAR provides you a workspace to store

Building templates involves composing forms

CEDAR supports features that allow easy

Automatic validation is done on the fly to give

your templates, elements and metadata.

of fields, each with a name and description.
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services, e.g., the BioSample Validator.
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Collaborate with your team using groups.
Share documents and folders in CEDAR with
your team members. Publish your templates
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to the community by making them public.

REST APIs
Create, read, update and delete with CEDAR
REST API microservices. Send metadata to
your repository or app, or publish to CEDAR!
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Elements are reusable groups of fields and
other elements. Elements can be shared on
CEDAR and nested to any level. Using
elements enables templates to be composed
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of community-defined building blocks to meet
CEDAR is powered by BioPortal, the world’s
most comprehensives repository of

common specifications or needs.

JSON-LD

biomedical and earth science ontologies, to
provide controlled terms for metadata.

Adoption and Evaluation

Templates and metadata are represented as
JSON-LD, a machine-readable and widely
accepted interchange format on the Web.
“organism”: {
“@type”: “http://data.bioontology.org/
ontologies/NCBITAXON/classes/
http%3A%2F%2Fpurl.bioontology.org%2
Fontology2FSTY%2FT001”,
“@id”:”http://purl.obolibrary.org/
NCBITAXON/9606” }
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